
SEASON LIKE A
PROFESSIONAL – WITH A
SOPHISTICATED SPICE
CABINET

Having instant access to everything you need can
make kitchen use so much easier. This practical
cabinet allows you to keep all of your herbs and
spices right next to the hob and worktop.
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Season like a professional – with a sophisticated spice cabinet

https://www.blum-inspirations.com/en/


Proper storage of spices
Salt, pepper, herbs and spices are a staple of every kitchen. In the heat of
the kitchen, it's important to have the right seasoning at your fingertips.
Keeping herbs and spices in a pull-out next to the hob ensures that they are
immediately to hand and protects them from humidity and heat. The pull-
out provides clear visibility of contents so you can quickly find what you are
looking for. What's more, it prevents jars and packets of spices from
collecting dust or getting greasy and helps to declutter kitchen worktops.



Beautifully organised spices
A practical spice holder ensures everything is exactly where it should be and
prevents jars from rolling around in the drawer. Depending on the model,
the clever spice holder can be easily removed from the drawer and set down
on the worktop.

The AMBIA-LINE spice holder provides plenty of space. It
holds jars at an angle so you can easily read the labels and
keeps contents nice and tidy. .



Clever: bottle pull-out combined with
choppng boards

It's a good idea to store
bottles of vinegar and oil in a
high fronted pull-out directly
under the spice drawer. A
practical inner dividing system
ensures that items are held
securely. And by increasing
the width from 300 mm to 400
mm, you can also store
chopping boards upright in
the pull-out.

This removable ORGA-LINE spice holder holds up to 12 jars
and is dishwasher-safe. It is available in widths of 300, 400
and 450 mm.



Compact spice cabinet for every nook and
cranny

Do you have a small kitchen?
No problem. The SPACE TWIN
cabinet solution creates
ergonomic storage for
essential bottles and spices in
micro kitchens. With a width
of just 20 cm, the narrow pull-
out turns tiny kitchen spaces
into valuable storage areas.



Hidden inner drawer
Use every inch of space. An
additional inner drawer
behind the high front creates
extra storage, for example,
for beeswax cloths, cling film
and food bags.



All advantages at a glance

Spices in pull-outs are at your
fingertips and away from
humidity and heat

A spice holder gives you clear
visibility and organises interiors

Bottles are held securely and
within easy reach in a high
fronted pull-out

SPACE TWIN is ideal for creating
a narrow spice cabinet

Use every inch of space with an
additional inner drawer
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A perfect cabinet
for pots and pans

UTILITY ROOM

Pull-out shelf: a
versatile work
space with a
secure hold
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Renovation:
modern living in
old buildings
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Organisation for
all baking fans
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